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Abstract 
In this paper we consider a nonlinear system of differential equations consisting of one 
parabolic equation and one ordinary differential equation. The system arises in chemotaxis, 
a process whereby living organisms respond to chemical substance by moving toward 
higher, or lower, concentrations of the chemical substance, or by aggregating or dispersing. 
We prove that stationary solutions of the system are asymptotically stable. 
Keywords: Chemotaxis; Reinforced random walk; Parabolic equations; Stability of stationary 
solutions 
1. Introduction 
Chemotaxis is the phenomenon whereby living organisms respond to chemical 
substance by motion and rearrangement (taxis). They may move toward the higher 
concentration of the chemical substance (positive taxis), or away from it (negative 
taxis), they may aggregate, or they may disperse. 
A model that leads to aggregation of certain types of bacteria has been set 
up by Keller and Segel [11,12]. The model involves the density distribution p 
of the bacteria and the chemical concentration w i n a coupled system of pardal 
differential equation, 
dp , . 
— = Ap — div(/?x(w)Vwj, 
0 = Áw + (p- 1). 
This system was studied in [1,2,6-10,18,20] (see also [22]). 
Another model, called reinforced random walk (after Davis [4]), was more 
recently developedby Othmer and Stevens [19]. The motivation of this model 
was to gain understanding of the mechanism that causes the aggregation of 
myxobacteria. These common soil bacteria slide over slime trails thereby 
reinforcing the trails. Working first with a discrete number of steps, the model 
stipulates that the decisión of the walker with conditional probability p„(t), at the 
wth site at time í, as to when and where to jump is affectedby the densities of the 
control species, wm(t). As the size of the random steps shrinks to zero, Othmer 
and Stevens derive a system of equations 
— =dw(DVp-px(u))Vw), (1.1) 
dw 
— =g(p,w), (1.2) 
dt 
where D is the diffusion constató and x(w) is the chemotactic sensitivity of the 
bacteria. Both / (w) and g(p, w) depend onthe nature of the interaction between 
the bacteria and the chemical stimulus. In a very recent paper, Stevens [21] 
introduced a general stochastic many-particle system and rigorously derived 
chemotactic equations of the form 
dp , . 
— = div(/xV/? - x (p, w)pVw), 
1 (1-3) 
dw 
— = eAw + ¡3(p, w)p — y(p, w)w, dt 
with e > 0. 
A chemotaxis process occurs also in the growth of a tumor. The tumor secretes 
chemical species that attract the nearby endothelial cells, which form the surface 
of capillary blood vessels. In this way new blood vessels sprout towards the 
tumor and begin to provide it with additional nourishment. The phenomenon of 
sprouting of new blood vessels is called angiogenesis. 
Recently, Levine et al. [14,16] developed models of angiogenesis based on 
analysis of the relevant biochemical processes and onthe methodology of the re-
inforced random walk of [ 19]. Their model involves several diffusing populations 
and several chemical species. Another model of angiogenesis with one diffusing 
population and two nondiífusing ones was studied by Anderson and Chaplain [3]. 
In this paper we consider the system (1.1), (1.2) for general functions x (w), 
g(p, w). We prove that 
any stationary solution (/?*, w*) is asymptotically stable, (1.4) 
provided 
g = <ph, (p>0, hp>0, pxhp + hw < 0 at(/?*,w*). (1.5) 
Moreprecisely, if (1.5) holdsthenany solutionof (1.1), (1.2)inaboundeddomain 
ü, withboundary condition 
dp dw 
D—-px— = 0 on9í2 dn dn 
and with initial valúes near (/?*, w*), exists for all í > 0 and converges, as t -> oo, 
to a nearby stationary solution (p, w). For simplicity we shall always take D = 1. 
The assertion (1.4) means that, underthe assumption (1.5), chemotaxis leads to 
uniform distribution as í -> oo provided the initial distribution is nearly uniform. 
We shall also prove a similar result for more general initial distributions (under 
stronger assumptions than (1.5)). 
The proof of (1.4) consists of three steps. In the first step (Section 3) we 
establish a priori bounds; in the second step (Section 4) we prove the existence 
and uniqueness of a global solution; and in the third step (Section 5) we prove 
that any solution with initial data near (/?*, w*) converges to a stationary solution 
as t -> oo. 
Section 6 extends some of these results to the case where there are several 
chemical species, and also to some chemotaxis equations of the form (1.3). 
In Section 7 we give several examples from among those that appear in [5,15, 
19]. We also give an applicationrelated to the angiogenesis model of [3]. 
2. The main results 
Let ü be a bounded domain in R" with C2+@ boundary 3Í2, O < fí < 1. 
Consider the differential system 
— =div (V p-px (w)Vw), xett, í > O, (2.1) 
dw 
— =g(p,w), x e í 2 , í > 0 , (2.2) 9í 
with the boundary conditions 
dp dw 
— -px(w)—=0, x e 9 í 2 , í > 0 , (2.3) dn dn 
where dp/dn is the outward normal derivative, and initial conditions 
p(x, 0) = po(x), w(x,0) = wo(x), x e Í2. (2.4) 
We assume that 
po(x) > O, forx e Í2. 
The function / (w) is the chemotactic sensitivity function of the organisms. 
We first consider the case 
/ ( w ) > 0 for — oo < w < oo. (2.5) 
For w > O this condition means that the organisms react positively toward higher 
concentration of the chemical substance. The case w < O is not immediately 
relevant here, but it is convenient to include it in order to deal later on with the 
case of negative chemotactic sensitivity functions. 
The function g(p, w) is assumed to have the form 
g(p, w) =<p(p,w)h(p, w), (2.6) 
where, for some constants 
O < p\ < P2, w\ < U)2, 
there holds 
<p(p, w) > O if p\ ^ p ^ P2, W\ ^ W ^ U>2, (2.7) 
h(pi,wi) = h(p2,W2) = 0. (2.8) 
Note that (/?;, w¡) is a stationary solution of (2.1)—(2.3). Note also that w\, W2 can 
be any real numbers. We shall further assume that 
<p, x,h are inC1 forO</?<oo, — oo < w < oo, (2.9) 
dh 
— > 0 a pi ^ p ^ p2, w\ ^ w ^ u>2, (2.10) dp 
dh dh 
PX— + T— < ° if Vi <P <V2, w\ < w < w2. (2.11) 
dp dw 
Introducing the function 
f{w) = exp 
• W 
/ • 
(2.12) X (s) ds 
we define a new variable q by 
p = f(w)q, (2.13) 
and set 
= Vi 
qi
 ~ fim) 
We claim that 
(¿ = 1,2). (2.14) 
q\<qi- (2.15) 
Indeed, by (2.10) and (2.11) we have hp > 0, hw < 0. We can therefore solve the 
equation h(p, w) = 0 in the form p = &(w), where ^'(w) = —hV)/hp > 0. But 
then 
^(w2) fr(wi) q2-qi = ——---77—r>0, (2.16) 
/ (w 2) f(Wl) 
since 
1f(w)\' 1 / , f'(w) 
/(«o; /(«OV /(w) 
/
 ^ - / > x ( w ) ) > 0 (2.17) 
by (2.10), (2.11). 
In terms of the variables <?, w, the system (2.1)—(2.3) becomes 
dq 
Cq = — -Aq -x (u>)Vw • Vq 
at 
= — qx(u))(p{qf(w), vu)h(qf(vu), w), x e í 2 , í > 0, (2.18) 
^ = s ( ? / ( w ) . w ) . x e í 2 , í > 0 , (2.19) 
and 
— = 0 , x e 9 í 2 , í > 0 . (2.20) 
The initial conditions (2.4) become 
q(x,0) = qo(x), w(0,x) = wo(x), (2.21) 
where q(x, 0) = p0(x)/f(w0(x)). 
For simplicity we assume that 
po(x), vüo(x) belongto C2+fS(tt) (0 < p < 1), and 
3/?o 3wo 
Poxiwo)-— = 0 o n 9 í 2 . 
cm cm 
The additional and more crucial assumption on the initial data is that 
q\ < qo(x) < q2, w\ < WQ{X) < w2- (2.23) 
Set 
Í2T = Í2 x (0, T) (0 < T < 00). 
In Section 3 we prove the following a priori bounds. 
Theorem 2.1. Under the assumptions (2.5)—(2.11) and (2.22), (2.23), if(p, w) 
is a solution o/(2.1)—(2.4) in Í2j, then 
q\ ^q(x,t) ^q2, w\ ^ w(x, t) ^ u>2 in Í2j. (2.24) 
(2.22) 
The inequalities in (2.24) imply that p\ < p < p2 in Í2j-
In Section 4 we shall use Theorem 2.1 to prove the following existence 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions (2.5)-(2.11) and (2.22), (2.23), there exists 
a unique global solution (p, w) o/"(2.1)-(2.4) with 
p, w in Cl+fiM~m;(Í2co). (2.25) 
Integrating (2.1) over Í2 and using (2.3) we get 
/ p(x, t)dx = j po(x)dx, í > 0. (2.26) 
We introduce the quantity 
p
 \n\J' po(x)dx, (2.27) 
n 
where | ü \ = volume of ü. 
Now let (/?*, w*) be a stationary solution (a priori not necessarily constant) 
with 
Pi < P* < P2, wi < w* < VÜ2- (2.28) 
Then h(p*, w*) = 0 and, since hp > 0, hw < 0, we canwrite /?# = 'í'fiOj), where 
d& hw 
-i— = —r~ at(p*,w*). 
dw hp 
Substituting this into (1.1) we get 
diví — (hWt +p*x(w*)hPt)Vw.1( \ = 0 iní2. 
lp* 
Inview of (2.10), (2.11), this equationis elliptic. Since also dw*/dn = 0 on 3Í2, 
it follows that w* = constant, and then also /?* = constant. Thus any stationary 
solution satisfying (2.24) is constant. 
Introducing the number 
_ p* 
we consider initial valúes "near" the stationary solution, in the sense that 
\po(x) - p*\ <e , \wo(x) - w*| <e , (2.29) 
where e is sufficiently small. Then 
\qo(x) — qJ < Ce (2.30) 
for some constant C. Since dh/dp > 0 and dh/dw < 0, there exists a unique 
solution w to the equation 
h(p,w)=0 (wi < w < W2), (2.31) 
where p is defined in (2.27). 
In Section 5 we prove the following asymptotic stability result for stationary 
solutions. 
Theorem 2.3. If (2.29) holds with e sufficiently small then the solution p(x, t), 
w(x,t) (established in Theorem 2.2) has the following asymptotic behavior. 
\p-¡>\2dx^0, l\w(x,t) — w\ dx^Q ast^oo. (2.32) 
ü ü 
Remark 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.3 requires the conditions (2.10), (2.11) only 
for p2 — p\ and w^ — w\ small, where w\ < w» < W2, pi < p* < P2- Thus, we 
may actually replace (2.10), (2.11) by the inequalities 
hp>0, pxhp +hw < 0 atthepoint (/?*, w*). (2.33) 
As will be seen, the proof of Theorem 2.3 yields the following more global 
asymptotic stability result in case <p = l. 
Theorem 2.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and assume also that 
cp = 1. Then the solution (established in Theorem 2.2) has the asymptotic behav-
ior (2.32). 
Note that in this theorem there is no smallness restriction on the size of the 
quantities W2 - w\, P2 - p\, but (2.23) mustbe satisfied. 
Consider next the case of negative taxis, that is, 
X(«0<0, (2.34) 
and replace (2.10) by 
dh 
— < 0, if p\ ^ p ^ p2, W2 ^ w ^ w\. (2.35) dp 
Theorem 2.5. Theorems 2.1-2.4 remain valid in case (2.5) and (2.10) are re-
placed by (2.34) and (2.35), and the roles ofw\, u>2 are interchanged in all the 
other assumptions and assertions. 
Indeed, setting 
w = -w, x(w) = -x(w), g(p,w) = -g(p,w), 
<p(p, w) = (pi.Pi w)i hip, w) = —hip, w), 
Eqs. (2.1), (2.2)redúcete 
— = drv(Vp - px(u>)Vw), 
dw 
— =g(p,w), 
at 
where g(p, w) = ¿p{p, w)h(p, w), ¿p > O, and x, h satisíy the assumptions of 
Theorems 2.1-2.3. 
3. Proofof Theorem2.1 
We first prove the inequalities 
q(x,t)^q2, w(x,t)^W2- (3.1) 
Denote the right-hand side of (2.18) by &(q,w). For any small 5 > 0, consider 
the system 
Cq = ^(q,w)-S i n í2 r , (3.2) 
dw , , 
-¡-=g{qf(u>),w) -8 mí2T, (3.3) 
together with (2.20), (2.21), and denote its solutionby (q$, w$). The existence of 
this solution follows by considering the pair Q = qs - q, W = w$ - w which 
satisfies a perturbed system about (q, w). We may view (Q, W) as a solution to a 
fixed point transformation which, for 5 small, is a contraction. Since the proof of 
this fact is quite standard, we omit the details. The proof also shows that qs ->- q 
and ws ->- w pointwise as 5 -+ 0. We claim that 
qs(x, t) < q2 and w$(x, t) < W2 (3.4) 
müj- Suppose this is nottrue. Then there is a point (xo, ío) such that (3.4) holds 
in ütQ for some 0 < ío < T, and either 
qs(xo,to) = q2, (3.5) 
or 
ws(xo,to) = u>2- (3.6) 
Consider first the case (3.5). By the máximum principie and (2.20), xo £ 3Í2 and, 
by the mean valué theorem, 
h(fl2f{w&), m) = h(q2f{w2), w2) + 
at (x0,ío), 
dh , . 
-l-{q2f(w),w) dwy ' (ws - w2) 
where w$ < w < W2. Recalling that p2 = qifiwi) andh(p2, W2) = O and setting 
P = q2f(w),weget 
h(q2f(u)s),u)s) = (ws - w2)[px(w)hp(p, w) + hw(p, w)] > O, (3.7) 
by (2.11). Since qs takes its máximum in Í2Í0 at (xo,ío), we have Cqs > O at 
(xo, ío). On the other hand, by (3.2), the definition of &(q, w), (3.7) and the in-
equality x(ws) > 0 we have Cqs < 0 at (xo, ío), which is a contradiction. We 
conclude that qs(xo, ío) < <?2-
Consider next the case (3.6). Then (d/dt)w$(xo, ío) > 0, so that 
h(qsf(u)2),u)2) > 0 , 
by (3.3). But since qs < q2 and dh/dp > 0, we get 
h(q2f(u)2),u)2) > 0 
which contradicts (2.8). 
Having proved (3.4) we now let 5 ->- 0 and obtain the inequalities q < qi, 
w < W2, in üj- The proof of q > q\, w > w\ is similar, replacing —5 by +5 
in (3.2), (3.3). D 
4. Proof of Theorem2.2 
Denote the right-hand side of (2.18)by <P(p, w). Given (p, w) we solve 
Cq = <P{p,w), wt = g(p, w) 
in üj with the boundary and initial conditions (2.20), (2.21), and define a map-
ping S by 
S(p,w) = (p,w) where p = f(w)q. 
Using the Schauder estimates [13] one can prove that if T is sufficiently small 
then S is a contraction and thus it has a unique fixed point in the Hólder class 
and that the solution actually belongs to 
Cl+/^I\ÜT). (4.1) 
Since the proof is standard (see, for instance, [5]) we omit the details. The proof 
also shows that T depends only onthe (Cx {ÜT) normof the initial data. Henee, 
given any 7o and 0 < T < 7o, if we can establish the a priori bounds 
\p\c¡+^+m(í2T) < C, klc2+/,,i+/,/2(flr) < C (4.2) 
for the solution (assuming it exists in üj) with a constant C which is independent 
of T, then we can extend the solution step-by-step to Í2r0. Since 7b is arbitrary, 
this will establish the existence of a global solution, which is clearly unique (by 
the fixed point argument). 
In order to prove (4.2) we write Eq. (2.18) in a "nearly" divergence form 
bqt - div(fVq) = f<P, (4.3) 
where b = f and <P = <P(p,w) isas defined above. By Theorem 2.1 
b^c0, \bt\^C0, \<P\^C0, (4.4) 
where CQ and CQ are positives constants independent of T and 7o. In case b=\, 
Theorem 10.1 in [13, p. 204] yields the estímate 
\q\ra,a/2,n , < C forsomeo'>0, (4.5) 
where C is a constant independent of T. The proof in [13] is actually given for a 
solution with zero boundary valúes on 3Í2 x (0, T), but the same proof isvalidin 
the case (2.20) of zero normal derivatives. 
If b ^ 1 but satisfies the inequalities in (4.4), the proof given in [13, p. 204] 
needs to be slighüy modified. The additional integral that we now get, after 
performing integrationby parts on the integral 
/ / < (q — k)+bqt dx dt (k is a real number) 
which occurs in that proof, is 
— / / (q — k) btq dx dt 
and this is majoredby other expressions. Using (4.5) we can next estimate the Ca 
norm of w from (2.19) and, in fact, conclude that 
i w i caxf2 (flr) +1 W t i caxf2 ( ü T ) ^ c - (4-6) 
We next wish to prove that 
where C is again a constant independent of T. 
For the case where b = 1 in (4.3), this follows from Theorem 4.21 in [17, 
p. 69]. We shall briefly indicate how the proof can be extended to the case 
b = f(w), provided w satisfies (4.6). As in [17] we first want to estimate the 
interior Cx^ta,a (Í2T) norm of q, which we shall denote by Mi+a?, in terms of 
the C1 norm \q \ i. That is, we want to prove, as in [17, p. 57], that 
M i + ^ C M i + C. (4.8) 
The proof of (4.8) for the case b = 1 is based on deriving integral estimates for 
functions v (which are denoted there by w) vanishing on the parabolic boundary 
of domains 
fitut2 = ÜQ X {íl < í < í2} 
with small diameter. Use is made of the equation 
J J bvtvdxdt = - í bv2 dxft] - - \\btv2dxdt (4.9) 
for the case b = 1 (see [17, p. 57]). When b = f(w), the first term on the right-
hand side of (4.9) is treated in the same way as in case b = \, and the second term 
is "harmless" and, in fact, in view of (4.6), can be absorbed by 
/ / 
\Dq\2 dxdt. 
The rest of the proof of (4.8) then proceeds as in the case b = \. 
Next we wish to extend (4.8) to a neighborhood of the boundary 3Í2 x (0, T). 
As in [17, p. 77] we flatten the boundary locally by a C2+P transformation. The 
resulting equation for q is 
bqt-di(Ai'Jdjq) = f<P, 
where A! ' ; e C"'¡ . We then extend the proof of the Theorem 4.15 [17, p. 64] 
from the case b = 1 to the case b = f(w) as before. 
Combining the interior and boundary estimates, we conclude that 
\Dxq\c^,2{ÜT) < C\Dxq\Lcc{aT) +C. (4.10) 
By the mean valué theorem, if |x — xo | < e then 
q(x, t) - q(x0, t) = (x- x0)Vxq(x0, t) + 0(s1+a)\Dxq\co!,o!/2{ÜTy 
so that 
\Vxq(x0,t)\<ea\Dxq\ a,a/2 + - . (4.11) 
We now use partition of unity {¿;;} of ü, and apply (4.10) to i;¡q, noting that 
i¡jq satisfies the same differential equations as q but with right-hand side bounded 
by the right-hand side of (4.10). Taking the diameter of supp¿;; to be smaller 
thane, and applying also (4.11), we obtain, after summing over j , thebound 
provided e is chosen small enough. 
From (2.19) we easily find that the estimate (4.12) holds also for Dxw and 
for DtDxw. We can then apply the Schauder estimates to (2.18) and, together 
with (2.19), boost the estimates of both q and w to obtain the bounds in (4.2). D 
5. Proofof Theorem2.3 
Multiplying (1.1) by p and integrating over fij, we get 
- / p2\ldx+ / / \Vp\2dxdt = / / px(w)Vp -Vwdxdt. (5.1) 
From (2.2) we have 
Vwt=gpVp + gwVw. 
Taking the scalar product with AVio, where X is a positive number, and integrating 
over ÜT, we find that 
/ \Vw\2\T0dx = k / / gw\V w\2 dx dt + X / / gpVp-Vwdxdt. (5.2) 
Í2 nT nT 
Adding (5.1) to (5.2) results in the relation 
- \Vw(x,T)\2dx+ / / \Vp\2dxdt+ (-Xgw)\Vw\2dxdt 
= íí(px(w)+XgP)Vp-Vwdxdt + 0(l), (5.3) 
where | O (1) | < C, C independent of T. By Schwarz's inequality, the integral on 
the right-hand side is boundedby 
(1 - 5) II \Vp\2dxdt + * H(px(w)+kgp)2\Vw\2dxdt 
for any 0 < 5 < 1. If we can show that 
(px(w)+Xgp)2<4(-Xgw) (5.4) 
uniformly for (p, w) then, by choosing 5 sufficiently small, we conclude from 
(5.3)thebound 
j\Vw(x,t)\2dx+ JJ \Vp\2dxdt+ i i \Vw\2dxdt^C (5.5) 
for allí > 0. 
Consider the quadratic equation in X, 
{Xgp + px(w))2 + 4Xgw=0, 
and denote its two roots by 
M,2(P, W) = — ^2{( - 2 ^w -gpPX(w)) 
± [(2gw +gpX iw)f - (px (w))2g2pf/2} • (5.6) 
Since h(p*, w*) = 0 and hp(p*, w*) > 0, we canfind two stationary solutions 
(pi, vbi) (pi, ibi are constants) such that 
P\ < P* < P~2, Wi <Wt. < Ü)2, 
p\ P2 -
< qo(x) < , w\ < WQ(X) < W2, f(m) f(u>2) 
and 
\pi - P2\^Ce, \wi - w2\^Ce. 
By Theorem 2.1 we then have 
\p(x, t) — p-n. | ^ Ce, |w(x, í) — Wjf\ ^ Ce, 
with another constató C and thus, in (5.6), 
gP = (<php)(p*,w*)+ 0{e), gw = <phw{p%,w%) + 0{e). 
Recalling (2.10), (2.11), we then easily see that the expression inbrackets in (5.6) 
is positive for all e sufficiently small and thatboth roots are positive. Henee (5.4) 
is satisfiedby choosingX = (l/2)(A.i(p*, w*) + A.2Q9*, w*)), so that (5.5) holds. 
In order to complete the proof of (2.32) we shall need the following lemma: 
Lemma 5.1. Leí k(t) be afunction satisfying 
k(t) > 0 , / k(t)dt < 00. 
o 
Ifeither 
(i) \k'{t)\>C,or 
(ii) \k(t + s) — k(t)\ < s(t),for all s > 0, where e(í) -> 0 as t -> 00, 
then k(t) -> 0, «5 í -> 00. 
Proof. If the assertion is not trae then there is a sequence tn -> 00 such that 
£(í„) -> A, A > 0. 
In case (i) we get 
A A 
£ ( í „ + í ) > y Í f | í | < - , 
and in case (ii) we get 
\k(tn+s) -k(tn)\ <e(í) < 
if n > «o so that 
k(tno+s)>— i f í > 0 . 
Thus, in both cases 
o 
k(t)dt = oo, 
/ • 
o 
which is a contradiction. D 
Consider the function 
k(t)= i (p(x,t) - p)2 dx. 
n 
By Poincare's inequality and (5.5) 
co co 
/ k(t)dt^ / / \Vp{x,t)\2dxdt. 
o o a 
By (5.1) withO, T replacedby t,t + s, 
j[p\x,t
 + s)-p\x,t)]dx 
t+s 
< C j j (\Vp(x, t')\2 + |Vw(x, t')\2)dxdt'. 
t n 
Using the relation 
/ [(P ~ P)2(x, t + s)-{p- p)2{x, f)] dx 
n 
= [p2(x,t + s) - p2(x,t)]dx 
n 
and (5.5), we then have 
\k(t + s)-k(t)\^e(t) f o r a l l í > 0 , 
where e(í) -> O if t -> oo. Applying Lemma 5. l(ii), we obtain the first assertion 
in(2.32). 
Similarly, setting 
1
 f 
\n\J n 
and introducing the function 
n 
we deduce, by Poincare's inequality and (5.5), that 
k{t)dt < oo. 
o 
By the boundedness of wt, \k'\ < C. Henee, we may invoke Lemma 5.1 (i) to 
conclude that 
j\w(x,t)-W(t)\2dx^0 i f í - ^ o o . (5.7) 
n 
Integrating (1.2) over Í2 we get 
Wt = 7777 / g{p,w)dx :W\Í8(P' 
U[(p-p)2 + (w-W)2]dx\ 
so that 
Wt-g(p,W)=e(t), (5.8) 
where 
, 1/2 
|e(í)| ^C¡ 
and, as proved above, 
co 
/ s2(t)dt < oo, e(í)->-0 a s í ^ o o . (5.9) 
o 
Reealling (2.31) and introducing the function f (í) = W(t) — w,we can rewrite 
(5.8)intheform 
¿H r i 
— + [g(p, W) - g(p, w)]= e(í) 
and, since by (2.10), (2.11), gw ~ cphw < O for (p, w) near (/?*, w*), we have 
dH 
-j-+cr(t)Z=e(t), 
a i 
where a > c > 0. Using (5.9) we easily conclude that f(í)->-0ifí->-oo, so that 
W(t) -> w as t -> oo. 
Combining this with (5.7), the second assertion in (2.32) follows. D 
The above proof, in case <p=l, clearly yields the assertion of Theorem 2.4. 
Remark 5.1. By the Sobolev imbedding, for any 5 > O there holds 
7i 
i/p 
w{x,t)-W{t)\' dx 
1 2
' < 
\ 1/2 
< á | / \Vw(x,t)\ dx +CS 
if 1//? > 1/2 - 1/n if O 2, and 
ni/2 
/ (w(x, t) — 
'-a 
h 
swp\w(x,t)-W(t)\^Is i f « = l . 
xeü 
Recalling that fü |Vw(x, t)\2 dx < C for all í > O, by (5.5), we easily conclude 
that 
! / 
VP 
w(x, t) — w\ dx O if í -> oo, forw > 2, 
sup|w(x,í) — w| -> O if t -> oo, forw = 1. 
x€Í2 
(5.10) 
Remark 5.2. The proof (given in Section 2) that every stationary solution 
(/?*, w*) is constató is valid, more generally, whenever 
dh dh dh 
^ 7 ^ 0 , px(w) — + — ^ 0 
3/? 3/? 3w 
holds for all /?i < p < /?2, wi ^ w < u>2- However, the proofs of Theorems 
2.1-2.5 require the inequality (2.11), and the inequality dh/dp > O if / > O or 
dh/dp < o if/ <o. 
6. Extensions 
We first state an extensión of Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 in case 
3/z dh dh 
PX 1 ^ O for O < p\ ^ p ^ p2, wi ^ w ^ W2 (6.1) > O, 
3/? dp dw 
provided^i < qi-
Theorem 6.1. (i) Theorems 2.1 and 2.4 remain valid if the strict inequalities 
(2.10) and (2.11) are replacedby (6.1). 
(ii) If in addition, 
(hp)2 + (pxhp+hw)2>0, (6.2) 
then Theorem 2.4 also holds. 
Indeed, the proof of Theorem 2.1 requires the strict inequalities in (2.23), 
but not strict inequalities in (2.10), (2.11). The proof of Theorem 2.2 is also 
unchanged. As for the proof of Theorem 2.4, the only point that needs to be 
observed is that as a consequence of (6.1), (6.2) we have hw < 0 and, therefore, 
for any p e {p\, pi) there is a unique w such that h(p, w) = 0. 
The results of this paper extend to chemotaxis equations with several chemical 
species. Consider, for example, the system 
— =div(Vp - p(xi (wi)Vwi + X2(w2)Vw2)), xett, í > 0, (6.3) 
dw¡ 
=<p(p,u>i,u>2)hi(p,Wi), x e Í2, t > 0 (i = 1,2), (6.4) 
dt 
with boundary conditions 
dp ( dw\ du)2\ 
iL-p\xi(yoi)—1+X2(w2)—1)=0, xedí2, í > 0 , (6.5) 
an \ dn dn / 
where <p(p, w\, 1V2) > 0, xi(wi) > 0, xii^i) > 0- Suppose 
hi(pi,wn) = 0, hi(p2,u)i2) = 0, 
where 
0 < p\ < P2, wa < wi2 (i = 1,2), 
and 
dh¡ 
-
1>0, (6.6) 
dp 
x[gl + XlPXlgl,p + Xlgl,wx + X2PXlg2,p < 0, 
X2S2 + X2PX2g2,p + X2g2,w2 + XlPX2gl,p < 0 (6.7) 
for 
Pl^P^P2, W¡i^Wi^Wi2 (i = 1,2). 
We introduce a variable q by 
p = fi(m)f2(u)2)q, (6.8) 
where fi(w¡) = expf/^ XÍ(s) ds\. Setting 
Pk 
qk = — , (6.9) 
f\{Wik)f2{W2k) 
we further assume that 
q\ < qo(x) < q2, w¡i < Wi(x,0) < wi2. (6.10) 
Theorem 6.2. Under the foregoing assumptions, there exists a unique solution 
(p, w\, W2), for all í > 0, and it satisfies the inequalities 
q\ ^ q(x, t) ^ q2, u>u ^ u>i(x, t) ^ tf¡2 (¿ = 1,2). 
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
We finally extend some of the previous results to systems of the form (1.3). 
For simplicity we consider just the case where the system consists of (2.1) and 
dw 
— =£Áw +g(p,w), xeí2,t>0, (6.11) 9? 
where 0 < e < 1, with the boundary conditions (2.3) and 
dw 
— = 0 , x e 9 í 2 , t > 0 , (6.12) dn 
and with the initial conditions (2.4). We assume that / (w) > 0. In order to extend 
Theorem 2.1 we introduce a function q by p = f(w)q, where 
f(w) = exp / T-^x(s)ds (6.13) i — e 
•o 
We also take p\ = w\ = 0 and define q¡ as before, but replace (2.10), (2.11) by 
hp^0 forO^ p^p2, 0 < w < w2, (6.14) 
pxhp + (l-e)hw^0 íorO^p ^ p2, 0 < w < w2. (6.15) 
We finally assume that 
/ 2 + ( l - e ) / ' s : 0 i f 0 < w < w 2 , (6.16) 
which implies, in particular, that x'(w) < 0. 
Theorem 6.3. Consider the system (2.1), (6.11), (2.3), (6.12), (2.4). Assume that, 
with f(w) as in (6.13), the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 holdwith p\ = w\ = 0 
and with (2.10), (2.11) replaced by (6.14)-(6.16). Then there exists a unique 
global solution (p, w) such that 
0<p^P2, 0 < w < W 2 , (6.17) 
and (2.25) holds. 
Proof. We first extend Theorem 2.1. By the máximum principie we get p > 0 
in ÜT- Since g(0,0) = 0 and gp > 0 we have g(p, 0) > 0, so that, by the 
máximum principie, w > O in Qj. In order to prove (3.1) we compute the dif-
ferential equation for q. Since 
qf'wt=qf'(eAw + g) 
and 
eqf'Aw = e[áiv(qf'Vw) - f'Vq • Vio - qf"\Vw\2], 
we get 
Aq + (\+s)yVq-Vw Cq = qt 
= -qf'g{qf(w),w)+sqf"\Vw 2 
From (6.13) and (6.16) we have 
/"=(ir^[x2 + (i-«)x']<o 
so that 
£q < -qf'(p{qf(w), w)h(qf(w), w). 
We can now proceed to prove (3.1) exactly as inthe case of Theorem 2.1, making 
use of the inequalities (6.14), (6.15). 
Having proved the inequalities (6.17) we next proceed to prove global 
existence and regularity of the solution, as in Theorem 2.2. In fact, the present 
situation is much simpler since w satisfies the heat equation with bounded 
source g. The proof that p and w are in C"'" (Í2r) can be obtained as before, and 
the C"f / 2(í2 r)bound is now independent of T, 0 < T < oo. We canthenuse the 
Schauder estimates, first for w and then for p, in order to complete the proof. D 
Remark 6.1. The Schauder estimates imply, in particular, that 
I V w K C , | V p | ^ C , \wt\^C, \pt\^C 
uniformly in í2co. 
We next state an extensión of Theorem 2.3 assuming, for simplicity, that 
g(p,w) = p — fiw (¡.i > 0). (6.18) 
In this case (6.14) holds, and (6.15) reduces to the inequality px < (1 - £)/"-, 
which certainly holds if x (0)P2 ^ (1 — e)p,. We need to make one additional as-
sumption. 
Let us denote by C(Í2) the smallest positive constató such that 
I u2dx^C(Q) I \Vu\2dx 
for all functions u(x) in Hl(ü) with JQu(x)dx = 0. Note that if ü = pfi® 
(í2o afixed domainand 0 < p < 1) then C(Í2) = C(í2o)p2. 
The additional condition we need is 
C(í2)(x(0)/>2)2<4,¿e. (6.19) 
Theorem 6.4. Letthe assumptions ofTheorem 6.3 and the additional assumptions 
(6.18), (6.19) hold. Then the solution (p, w) satisfies the asymptotic behavior 
(2.32) with w = p/p. 
Proof. Set 
Í2\J W(t) = / w(x,t)dx. \
n 
Integrating (6.11) over Í2 we get W + pW = p, so that 
W (í) = - + CQe~>u ( o = W(0) - - Y (6.20) 
p \ p 
We can write 
j (p — pw)w dx 
n 
n n 
= j(p-p)(w-W)dx- J piw-Wfdx + Oie-^) 
ü ü 
by (6.20). By Schwarz's inequality the first integral on the right-hand side is 
bounded by 
/ p(w - W)2 dx-\ (p - p)2 dx. 
ü ü 
Henee 
¡(p-pw)wdx^— (p - p)2dx + 0(e~fJ't), 
ü ü 
and by Poincare's inequality we then get 
/ ( p - pw)wdx^C{£2)— j \Vp\2dx+0(e-'J't). (6.21) 
We now proceed with (5.1) as before. Similarly 
- / w2\^dx + e / / \Vw\2dxdt = / / g(p, w)wdxdt. (6.22) 
ü üT ÜT 
Multiplying the expression (5.1) by a positive constant X and adding to (6.22), we 
obtain 
- / p2\T0dx + X / / \Vp\2dxdt + - / w2\T0dx + s / / \Vw\2dxdt 
ü ÜT ü ÜT 
= ^ / / PX(WWP • Vw dx dt + ¡I g(p,w)wdxdt (6.23) 
ÜT ^T 
and px < P2X (0) = A. By Schwarz's inequality 
^11 PX(wWp • Vvudxdt 
ÜT 
< e i i \Vw\2dxdt + X2— i i \Vp\2dxdt. (6.24) 
ÜT ÜT 
Substituting (6.24) and (6.21) into (6.23) we get 
/ / 
X - X 2 { — ] — ) / / \Vp\2dxdt < C . (6.25) 
ÜT 
Due to the inequality (6.19), the quadratic equation 
A2
 9 C(Q) 
—X2 -X + -— = 0 4e 4/z 
has two positive roots, say 0 < Xi < A.2. Choosing any X e (A.i, A.2) we obtain 
from (6.25) the inequality 
ii \Vp\2dxdt^C. 
ÜT 
By (6.22) and (6.21) we then also get the same bound in Vid, so that 
II' \VP\2dxdt+ II Vw\2dxdtCC. 
We can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, noting, by Remark 6.1, that 
wt is bounded. D 
Remark 6.2. From Remark 5.1 and (2.32) it follows that 
p(x,t)- p^-0, w(x,t) -w^-0 (6.26) 
uniformly in í2co as t -> oo. 
Remark 6.3. Since any stationary solution (/?*, w*) of (2.1), (6.11), (2.3), (6.12) 
with 0 < w*(x) < W2, 0 < /?*(x) < p2 satisfies the estímate 
íj' \VP\2dxdt+ II Vw\2dxdt <C, 
¿¿co ¿¿co 
it follows that such solutions are necessarily constató. 
Remark 6.4. Gajewsky and Zacharias [6] considered a system of two parabolic 
equations in a two-dimensional domain which, after some normalization, reduces 
to the system considered in Theorem 6.4 with x(w) = 1. Making smallness 
assumptions analogous to (6.19) they constructed Lyapunov functions and proved 
that global solutions exist and satisfy the asymptotic behaviour (6.26). 
7. Examples 
Example 1. 
wt = p — fih(w) (fi > 0). (7.1) 
The condition (2.10) is satisfied. If 
x(uj)h(w) < h'(w) for/?i ^ p ^ p2, w\ ^ w ^ u>2 (7.2) 
and W2 — w\ is sufficiently small, then (2.11) is also satisfied and Theorems 
2.1-2.3 can be applied. Thus, in particular, any stationary solution is stable. 
If (7.2) holds, but W2 — w\ is not necessarily small, then the condition (2.11) 
can be stated in the form 
h(u>2) , 
f(w)x(w)<h{w) forall w\ < w < W2- (7.3) 
f(u>2) 
Theorem 2.4 implies that if (7.2), (7.3) hold then any solution satisfying (2.23) 
has the asymptotic behavior (2.32). The special case 
wt = p — [IW 
was discussed in [19] where it was proved that if n = 1 and 
*^ = —rir («>o, j0>o) 
a + pw 
then stationary solutions are linearly stable. Since in this case the condition (7.2) is 
satisfied, Theorem 2.3 implies that stationary solutions are in fact asymptotically 
stable. 
Example 2. 
( P \ P 
— f¿)w + y——, (7.4) 
1 + vw J p + í 
a 
X(P,U!) = - •—-———, (7.5) (w + a)(w + P) 
where the constants v, /z, y and a, j3 are positive. 
In this example the production of the chemical species w is aífected by the 
population concentration p. Such a model reflects conditions encountered in 
instances such as myxobacteria gliding on slime trails [19]. 
We can write 
w 
g(p, u!) = — — — h ( p , w), 
(l + vw)(p + 1) 
where h(p, w) is a quadratic polynomial in p with the unique positive root 
p = h(w) = -•!—( 1 — /¿(l + vw) -\ \- vy 
y \ 2 n1/2! 
•f¿(l + vw)-\ h vy I +4/x(l + vw) 
w ) 
Assume that w\ > 4y//x. If y is sufficiently large then for any w^ > w\ there 
holds 
p2 = h(w2) >h(wi) = pi, 
g(p, h) = <p(p, w)(j5» — h{wfj for p\ ^ p ^ p2, w\ ^ w ^ u>2, 
where <p(p, w) > 0 and the function h(p, w) = p — h(w) satisfies the condi-
tion (2.11). Henee stationary solutions (/?*, w*) with pi < p* < P2, w\ < P* < 
W2 are asymptotically stable. Linear stability for the case y = 0 was proved 
in[19]. 
Example 3. 
1 
wt = (p-f¿)w, x(w) = — • (7.6) 
w 
Taking h(p, w) = (p — pb)w, w\ = p\ = 0, p2 = \x and W2 arbitrarily large, the 
inequality hp > 0 holds, but pxhp + hw = 2p - \x > 0 if /x/2 < p < \x, so that 
the second condition in (6.1) is not satisfied. In this case spatially independent 
solutions are linearly unstable [19] and, moreover, there exist solutions thatblow 
up in finite time [15]. However, for the problem with 
1 
wt = (p-f¿)w, x(w) = (7.7) 
w 
in dimensiónn=\, global solutions existfor any C2+P initial data (see [5]). This 
problem, which arises in a model of initiation of angiogenesis [16], is not covered 
by Theorem2.5. 
Example 4. 
wt = p(/j, — w) (0 < n ^ 1), / (w) = l. (7.8) 
Take h = p{ii — w), p\ = w\ = 0, w^ = \x and p2 arbitrarily large. Although 
hp = hw = 0 at p = 0, w = ix, since Cq + (xh)q = 0 (see (2.18)) and xh > 0, 
q(x, t) < maxí<7o(^)} > 0 
xeü l ' 
by the máximum principie. Consequenüy, the solution (p, w) avoids the point 
(0, f¿) so that Theorem 6.1 can be used to conclude that if 0 < WQ{X) < \x and 
po(x) > 0 then there exists a unique global solution satisíying (2.32) with w = /x. 
Example 5. 
1 
wt = -pw, x(w) = — • (7.9) 
w 
This case is not included in Theorem 6.1. Nonetheless, we can use the trans-
formation p = qw (as before) to write, analogously to (2.18), 
Cq = wq . 
Then, if 0 < q\ < qo(x) < <?2 and 0 < WQ{X) < e we have, by comparison, 
q(x, t) > q\ and, therefore, w < ee~qit. 
Againby comparison, q(x, t) < Q(t), where Q satisfies the system 
Q' = ee-n'Q2, Q(0)=q2, 
whose solution is givenby 
- = - - - ( l - e - « í ) . Q qi q\ 
If e < q\/q2 then Q(t) remains bounded and there exists a global solution (p, w) 
with pw uniformly bounded. 
Example 6. We consider a model of tumor induced angiogenesis of Anderson and 
Chaplain [3]. Let p denote the density of the endothelial cells, c the concentration 
of the tumor angiogenesis factor (secreted by the tumor) and w the density of the 
fibronectin cells. Then 
^=dw(vp-p(-^-Vc + pVw\\ (7.10) 
dw 
— = yp(l-w), (7.11) 
de 
— = -[zpc, (7.12) 
where a, p, y and \x are positives constants. We assume that 
CQ(X) > 0, 0 < WQ(X) < 1, q(x, 0) ^ q\ > 0. 
This system does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.2. However, by per-
forming the transformation (6.8), we can prove that if 
- < 1 and {\-w${x)YlY < ác0(x) 
Y 
for some positive constató 5 which depends only on a, p, y, \x then Cq > 0, 
where C is a parabolic operator with no zero order terms, so that q(x, t) > q\. 
If we further assume that CQ{X) < e where e is sufficiently small then we can 
use companson, as in Example 5, to conclude that there exists a unique global 
bounded solution. 
We also note that in the special one-dimensional case with 
c0(x) = k(l-x) (k constató), w0(x) = 1 - (1 - xf,y 
we have c = k{\ — w)r^. Therefore p, w satisfy the system (2.1 )-(2.4) with 
XW = P - U . " '-kd-wy^y-K (7.i3) 
1 +k{\ — w)^iy y 
Taking h = p{\ — w), w\ = p\ = 0, w^ = 1 and p2 arbitrarily large, one can 
verify that if 
— > 1 and -ak<p<l, (7.14) 
Y Y 
then (by Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4) there exists a unique global solution having the 
asymptotic behavior (2.32). (The fact that hp = hw = 0 at (0, /x) does not cause 
any difficulties; cf Example 4.) 
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